WE ATTACH GREAT IMPORTANCE TO AN IMPECCABLE SERVICE.

WE ARE AVAILABLE FOR OUR CLIENTS 24/7.

Belting prides itself in a decade of expertise in conveyor belts. This translates itself into extensive expert knowledge, strong commitment, large inventory, exceptional quality, well-trained staff and state of the art material. We only supply belts that meet with the necessary requirements and applicable laws. Belting is at your service, day and night, seven days a week.

10 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN CONVEYOR BELTS

Significant advantages

• no coming loose of cleats due to poor adhesion or weather and product influences
• improved service life of the cleats and conveyor belt
• smaller drum diameters possible
• different rubber qualities, hardnesses and thicknesses available
• distribution of the cleats customized
• cost-effective
• environmentally friendly: no use of industrial adhesives

Qualities

Specifications of the hot vulcanized cleats

• widths up to 2000 mm
• standard thicknesses: 10/20/30 mm
• standard heights: 10 to 190 mm
• the step is at least 150 mm
• 100% adhesion between belt and cleat
• customer-specific on request

The following qualities from stock can be supplied by default

SBR 50: qualitative wear-resistant and impact resistant rubber of 50 shore A
SBR 65: qualitative wear-resistant and impact resistant rubber of 65 shore A
MOR: resistant against vegetal fats (SBR/NITRILE)
SOR: resistant against mineral fats (NITRILE)

(Specific rubber qualities on request.)

Technical specifications
HOT VULCANIZED CLEATS

Description
HVC T 40/20 SBR 65

Hot vulcanized cleats are produced entirely in Betting’s workshop. The cleat and the belt thus form one whole, which makes the cleat coming loose virtually impossible. In other words, perfect for heavy transport applications. The cleats exist in T, TC and C embodiments, whereby the distribution and dimensions can be done entirely customised to your desired size.

HOT VULCANIZED GUIDING PROFILES

Contact us with your specific questions
HOT VULCANIZED CHEVRONS

We can vulcanize them on whichever basic belt
Example: XE 400/3 3+1 HVC 32/630 BB 800 MM

HOT VULCANIZED SIDEWALL BELTING
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